A shining example of weather
and wear resistance

RUBBOL WF 3500
®

Two pack top coat for
wooden elements like
windows, doors and
playgrounds

Passion for wood

RUBBOL® WF 3500:
High protection, high quality
No need to sacrifice beauty, even where only the toughest coating is tough
enough. RUBBOL® WF 3500 provides ultra-durable semi gloss and gloss
finishes with unbeatable resistance to scratching, metal marking, weathering
and dirt pickup. Vibrant colours maintain their appeal and wooden window
frames, doors and playgrounds remain protected for exceptionally long periods.
It is suitable for a wide range of substrates including hardwood and softwood as
well as HDF-board and plywood.

The right gloss for each application

Doors
Most of today’s homeowners and
architects favour a subtle low sheen
for doors. Use RUBBOL® WF 3500
semi gloss for a perfect eggshell finish
that brings out the beauty of different
colour shades. The ideal paint to
protect and highlight exterior wooden
elements such as HDF-board doors
in modern architecture.

Windows
High-quality wooden window frames
in fashionable colours enhance the
beauty of homes and buildings.
Choose semi gloss RUBBOL® WF 3500
to create a satiny eggshell sheen,
while at the same time ensuring maximum wood protection. The less reflective finish is the perfect look and feel
for all modern hardwood or softwood
frames in any shade.

Playgrounds
A higher sheen is often desired in
playground equipment and other outdoor elements like garden furniture.
Bold-coloured plywood playground
equipment takes on an especially
appealing look, along with great durability and weather resistance, with a
higher-gloss finish. Use glossy version
of RUBBOL® WF 3500 for a winning
and lasting sheen.

Product benefits by comparison
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extensively compared to RUBBOL® WF 3500.
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RUBBOL® WF 3500
Competition A
Competition B
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Scratch resistance

Metal marking

Polishing

Easy processing
RUBBOL® WF 3500 stands out for its
excellent airless or air-assisted sprayability and filling properties. The highly
effective hardener is required in small
amounts only. Thanks to fast hardness
development and very good blocking
properties, the coating lets you stack
window frames after a short drying period without risk of sticking.

Surface feel

Process

Outstanding versatility
As an exceptionally robust outdoor
coating, RUBBOL® WF 3500 is suitable
for a wide array of applications and
substrates in addition to wooden window frames. These include solid pine
or Meranti objects like doorframes or
plywood outdoor furniture as well as
HDF-board elements like exterior
doors.

1 – bad
5 – perfect

AkzoNobel Wood Coatings
Color System
Our new colour system provides you
with a complete system: colours for
interior and exterior water-borne and
solvent-borne wood coatings.
The AkzoNobel standard collection includes RAL, NCS, Sikkens 4041 and
5051, which allows us to offer a wide
range of colours. In addition to this, we
can combine these colours to create
completely individual tones using the
spectrophotometer and our software.
Our quality control department is
checking every batch of the bases and
colourants to guarantee a very high
reproducibility of colours.

Proven durability
In long standing tests, RUBBOL® WF 3500 has proven its resistance to weather
conditions as extreme as arctic snow and ice, the glaring desert sun and tropical
jungle humidity. In addition, the coating has stood up to punishing wear and tear
as the top coat on plywood playground equipment. It also features high chemical
resistance.

System structure: Dimensionally stable wooden components
Coating

Possible products

Product advantages

Application

Impregnation

CETOL® WV 880 BPD

Translucent single pack impregnation, deep penetration,
transparent impregnation, protection against blue stain and
rot fungi.

Dipping, flow coating, brushing machine

Primer

RUBBOL® WP 151

Opaque two pack primer, best isolation against
discolouration of soft- and hardwood, high filling,
good pore wetting.

Spray application Airmix/Airless

RUBBOL® WP 181

Opaque single pack primer, fast drying, flexible, easy to
sand, good adhesion.

Flow coating

RUBBOL® WP 1900-02

Opaque single pack primer and mid coat, good run-off
properties, wood moisture regulating, good pore wetting,
high filling properties.

Dipping, flow coating

Mid coat

RUBBOL® WF 3500-03-30 or 70 Opaque, semi gloss and high gloss two pack top coat, high
scratch resistance, good weather resistance, high chemical
resistance.

Spray application Airmix/Airless

Top Coat

RUBBOL® WF 3500-03-30 or 70 Opaque, semi gloss and high gloss two pack top coat, high
scratch resistance, good weather resistance, high chemical
resistance.

Spray application Airmix/Airless

Tough enough for anything

RUBBOL® WF 3500-03 30 or 70*

Colour shade

Packsize

Opaque two pack mid and top coat for highly stressed exterior
wooden elements like windows, doors and playgrounds.

Base B00 neutral - Gloss 30 or
70 (colour shades made from
5051 colour concept, RAL
and NCS)

2.5l, 10.8l , 1000l

Base B01 white - Gloss 30 or
70 (colour shades made from
5051 colour concept, RAL
and NCS)

2.5l, 10.8l , 1000l

Delivery method:

Water-borne

Tintable:

Yes, with Aquaflex colourants

Type of binder:

Acrylic

Application:

Spray application Airmix/Airless

Hardener:

WH 8500

Area of use:

Semi stable and stable wooden
constructions

* New product numbering: With our new numbering, which we are now
successively introducing, you will receive more information at a glance, e.g.
with RUBBOL® WF 3500-03-30 or 70: the 03 figure stands for application
method (spray) and the 30 or 70 for the gloss level.

Passion for wood

AkzoNobel has a passion for paint. We’re experts
in the proud craft of making paints and coatings,
setting the standard in color and protection
since 1792. Our world class portfolio of brands
– including Dulux, International, Sikkens and
Interpon – is trusted by customers around the
globe. Headquartered in the Netherlands, we are
active in over 150 countries and employ around
34,500 talented people who are passionate
about delivering the high-performance products
and services our customers expect.
For more information please visit
www.akzonobel.com
Akzo Nobel Hilden GmbH
Düsseldorfer Straße 96–100
40721 Hilden
Germany
www.sikkens-wood-coatings.com
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